The shape of progress
The French author and poet Paul Valéry (1871 Valéry ( -1945 wrote, ''Like a man rowing a boat that floats on the tide, we enter the future facing the past. Our eyes see only the landscape of the past; what tomorrow looks like, nobody knows.'' Certainly, none of us has knowledge of what tomorrow may bring. To Valéry's quotation we can add that, while looking at the past, we head into the future with our backs to it. To guide ourselves in this backward-facing journey, we make use of our experience and our five senses--sometimes a sixth sense. Consider the case of a man walking backwards. He sees out of the corner of his eye pine trees here and there. Through the soles of his feet, he senses that the ground has turned sandy. His ears pick up the sound of waves, gradually getting louder. He smells salt in the air. Naturally he concludes, in his backward-walking journey, that behind him spreads the sea. But is it a small cove, or the great ocean itself? He does not know, and still the land in front of him is carpeted in green. With confidence based on his experience and knowledge of the path he has just trod, and through intuition he has cultivated on his journey, our traveler has acquired the skills he needs to continue, and applies them step by backward step.
Let us look at some real-world examples of the principle of verification while looking back. In Japan's healthcare field, public health insurance carries great weight. In the system's biennial revision process, the Japanese Association for Dental Science (JADS) puts together a list of items it wants covered under public health insurance and submits its request to the national government in the form of a ''health technology proposal.'' The national government then examines this submission. Whereas in the past, dental coverage was granted to only about 15% of the items on the submitted list, in the 2016 revision, coverage was extended to an unprecedented 50% of them. I believe this was due to JADS' having looked long and hard at what new health technologies there was demand for, and to its carefully having reviewed its previous proposals that had not been adopted and rewriting them for a retry.
Among the member associations of JADS are 23 ''specialized organizations'' and 20 ''authorized organizations.'' For an authorized organization to become a specialist organization, it must overcome a number of high hurdles. In April 2017, two academic associations cleared the necessary standards after multiple failed attempts, winning approval as specialist organizations. As president of JADS, each time an organization applied for promotion, I oversaw the process by which the problems pointed out by the examining committee of JADS were shared with all authorized organizations, and by which the applicants verified (looked back on) their applications, improved them and re-submitted them. Each time an association undergoes this process of examination and improvement, it grows enormously as an organization. Moreover, the effort involved heightens each member's feeling of belonging to his or her respective organization.
These are examples of carrying out verification and improvement, and the results of it. Precisely because we cannot see the future, we draw confidence from the knowledge and experience we have gained; we draw, too, on the intuition we have cultivated on our journey; and we thus tread resolutely on in a spirit not of ''backing into'' but of ''progress.'' 
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